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Caution (Continued)

gauge reads near E (Empty).
Refuel with Ultra Low Sulfur
Diesel fuel.

What Fuel to Use in Mexico

Use diesel fuel specification
NOM-086 Pemex UBA, which meets
the Ultra Low Sulfur Diesel fuel
requirement of 15 ppm sulfur
maximum. This fuel is not available
in all regions of Mexico.

Caution

Use of diesel fuel other than Ultra
Low Sulfur Diesel (15 ppm sulfur
maximum) will damage the
exhaust after-treatment system.
This damage would not be
covered by the vehicle warranty.

Cold Weather Operation

In cold weather, the fuel filter may
become clogged by wax naturally
present in the fuel. To unclog it,

move the vehicle to a warm garage
area and allow the filter to warm up.
The fuel filter may need to be
replaced. See Fuel Filter
Replacement 0 58.

At temperatures below 0 °C (32 °F),
it is recommended to avoid using
biodiesel blends above (5% blend)
which may cause fuel filter plugging,
system gelling, and freezing that
may affect vehicle starting.

It is recommended to use Ultra Low
Sulfur No. 1-D diesel fuel or a blend
of No. 1-D and No. 2-D diesel fuel to
enhance vehicle operation in cold
weather at temperatures below (0 °C
(32 °F). Use of No. 1-D diesel fuel
may lower the fuel economy.

Water in Fuel

Improper fuel tank inspection or
cleaning, or contaminated fuel from
suppliers, can cause water to be
pumped into the fuel tank along with
the diesel fuel. If a WATER IN FUEL
message displays, the water must
be drained immediately.

{ Warning

Diesel fuel containing water is still
combustible. You or others could
be burned. If the fuel needs to be
drained, keep sparks, flames, and
smoking materials away from the
mixture.

Caution

Water in the diesel fuel can
corrode internal components of
the fuel system and lead to
severe damage. It can also
support fungus or bacteria
growth, which can damage the
fuel system and fuel operated
heater (FOH) (if equipped). Even
with a diesel fuel biocide, the fuel
system may still need to be
cleaned. Your dealer can advise
of the appropriate solution.

(Continued)
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Caution (Continued)

If the fuel tank needs to be
purged to remove water, see your
dealer or a qualified technician.
Improper purging can damage the
fuel system and block the FOH.

Water in Fuel Troubleshooting

If the WATER IN FUEL SERVICE
REQUIRED message comes on:

Problem
Recommended

Action

Message
displays and
stays on.

Drain the fuel
filter
immediately.
If no water can
be drained, and
the temperature
is below
freezing, then
water may be
frozen in the
filter. Move the
vehicle to a
warm location to
thaw, then drain
the fuel. If still
no water drains,
see your dealer.

Problem
Recommended

Action

Immediately
after refueling,
message
displays and
stays on.

A large amount
of water is in the
fuel tank. Drain
the fuel filter
immediately.
If the message
stays on,
or comes back
on again without
refueling, fuel
tank purging is
required. See
your dealer.
If the message
displays and the
vehicle stalls or
has rough
riding, do not
drive until the
water
contaminated
fuel is drained.
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Caution

Driving with this message on can
damage the fuel injection system
and the engine. If the message
comes on right after a refuel,
water was pumped into the fuel
tank. Turn off the engine and
drain the water immediately.

Removing Water from Fuel
Filter

To drain water:

1. Turn the engine off and apply
the parking brake.

8-Cylinder Pickup

4-Cylinder Pickup

Van

2. Place a container under the
filter drain valve. The filter drain
valve is on the bottom of the
fuel filter. For 8-cylinder pickup
models, the filter drain valve is
on the passenger side of the
engine compartment. For
4-cylinder pickup and van
models, the filter drain valve is
under the vehicle on the driver
side, inside the frame rail.

3. For 8-cylinder pickup models,
open the drain valve by turning
it two to three turns. Pump the
primer until fuel empties from
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the valve and all of the water
has been drained. Close the
valve hand tight.

For 4-cylinder pickup and van
models, open the fuel filter
drain valve by turning it two to
three turns. Allow the filter to
drain until all of the water has
been removed. Close the valve
hand tight.

4. Properly dispose of the water
contaminated fuel.

5. Start the engine and let it run
for a few minutes. During the
draining process, air may have
entered the fuel system. If the
engine stalls, the fuel system
may need to be primed. See
“Fuel Priming” following.

Fuel Priming

For the fuel system to work properly,
the fuel lines must be full of fuel.
If air gets in, the fuel lines need to
be primed before operating the
vehicle and the fuel operated
heater (FOH).

If air is present, the following may
have happened:

. The vehicle ran out of fuel.

. The fuel filter was removed.

. The fuel lines were removed or
disconnected.

. The fuel filter water drain valve
was opened while the engine
was running.

. The FOH pump and FOH fuel
lines were removed or
disconnected.

The system is not harmed by air in
the fuel lines; however, the engine
and/or the FOH may not start until
the fuel system is primed and the air
is removed.

To Prime 8-Cylinder Pickup
Models

The priming pump is part of the
engine fuel filter and will bring fuel
to the engine to eliminate air in the
fuel lines. To prime the engine:

1. Correct any condition that
caused the loss of prime.

2. Check that the fuel filter is
installed and properly
tightened, and cool enough to
touch.

3. Check that the fuel lines are
properly connected.

4. Remove any dirt from the fuel
filter head and vent valve.

5. Locate the fuel filter vent valve
on top of the fuel filter housing.
Turn the valve screw
counterclockwise several full
turns to open.


